design in times of turmoil displacement replacement displacement replacement displacement replacement displacement replacement
The realities of conflict, violence and persecution continue to cause patterns of displacement. In the aftermath of WWI, a large proportion of people fled their homelands in search of refuge. Today, with an estimated 72 million displaced people in the world (Haysom, 2012), the scale of displacement is an issue difficult to camouflage and further, challenging to address because of the complexity it poses.

Traditionally, there has been a clear distinction between refugee camps and urban refugees. With half the world’s refugees living in urban spaces, this divide invites a new definition, one where there is no distinction, with the city becoming the common ground. The camp is transforming from what once was designed to be a temporary solution into a permanent condition, or physically manifesting and embedding itself into its host city. This paper proposes to explore this blur between urban refugees and refugee camps through global, territorial and architectural scales, using case studies in the Middle East, including but not limited to Jordan (Za’atari camp), Iraq (Domiz Camp) and Lebanon.

The scales of inquiry will reveal patterns of displacement in relation to global refugee policy, geo-political networks, relationships and negotiations between camps and host cities and but more importantly the architectural implications of this shift in refugee camp typology.

The case studies will reveal that there is no distinction between an urban refugee (reference in the city) and a refugee camp (gated city), as both become the genesis of unexpected cities where new social environments and relationships are created, as they become cities or part of a city. The study will further visualize this tension through visual data, highlighting patterns and trends of these camps.

Sovereignty here becomes obsolete, as we reread the city through the lens of conflict and displacement patterns. The city is a site of conflict and the masses are constantly re-drawing these lines of dispute.
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Corrugated cardboard is a material that is primarily used in packaging. Produced out of recycled pulp, which is both cost effective and sustainable, the light and durable structure makes it possible to carry loads efficiently. However, it is in its later appropriations on the street that the qualities of cardboard shine, as it is put to reuse in the form of shelter, structure, container and signage by various groups of people.

In response to Tim Ingold’s (2007) critique that materials are still neglected despite the recent return in the social sciences and anthropology to materialist approaches, the study turns to the theoretical approach suggested by the psychologist James J. Gibson (1979) to emphasize how material properties and cultural practices are intermeshed. The theoretical discussion is supported by field observations and one-to-one interviews on everyday life practices of five social groups who inhabit the street by cardboard: the homeless, the refugee, the recycler, the peddler, the activist. The study highlights the two key affordances of the cardboard: place-making and mobility. Each of the participant groups are found to have their own practices with the cardboard, mediating their conditions of existence and these two key affordances.
Desperate Times, Desperate Measures: Evaluating Creativity in Restrictive Circumstances

Abhishek Chatterjee, Susana Barreto

Indigenous cultures of street innovation and improvisation worldwide have regarded adversity as an inspiration, and an opportunity for radical change. This paper analyses critical components of the associated creative process, towards developing an alternate philosophical model of design. The subsequent model imbibes and endorses the inherent positives within DIY cultures, and seeks to produce design aimed at needs rather than wants.

Some of the finest instances of human resourcefulness can be attributed to circumstances of great duress, either sudden or prevailing, which have acted to heighten our basic instinct of self-preservation. The research addresses how circumstances of hardship have contributed to various deep rooted DIY practices in India under the common theme of Jugaad and also in other cultures such as China (where it is known as Zizhu Chuangxin), Brazil (Gambiarra), Kenya (Jua Kali), France (Systèm-D), Germany (Trick 17), Japan (Chindōgu), and Portugal (Desenrascar).

In today’s context the same is an extremely pertinent subject of study and inspiration, holding the potential to approach queries of design in a new light. A comprehensive understanding of the underlying sapience can become a genuine asset for design in the current era of austerity, particularly in view of its inherent ability to maximize the effectiveness of available resources, or in other words, ‘to do more with less’.

The research is informed by sources from the fields of design, neurology, and sociology, and includes interviews on the subject with leading experts from related scientific areas, supported by a review of titles and articles on divergent thinking in corresponding and parallel spheres such as science and technology, economics, and gastronomy. The research is a part of the Doctoral Program in Design at the University of Porto, funded by FCT, the foundation for Science and Technology, Portugal.
Home Away From Home: Housing of Seasonal Agricultural Workers

Bilge Koyun

Seasonal agricultural workers are laborers who embrace kind of nomad lifestyle because of difficulties about finding job in their hometown. They generally start working with the first harvest around March and they immigrate different cities which are in different regions of Turkey. They stay far from their home until last harvest around October. Field research of Kaklinma Atölyesi (2014) says that according to official records, every year around 350,000 people participate in seasonal agricultural immigration process but this amount to be much higher. In spite of this many seasonal agricultural workers, the housing of these people are still a problem. During 7 months, their employers do not generally offer any shelter for them and for their children. They build primitive tents that called ‘hayma’ made of bushes, wooden or metal sticks and cover this structure some plastic materials. While 90% of workers accommodate in this ‘haymas’, 10% of workers stay in shelters that are owned by employer (Özbekmezi ve Sahil, 2004). According to Kalkınma Atölyesi (2014) average size of these haymas is 13 m² and approximately 5.9 people accommodate in these shelters. In addition, they cannot fulfill their hygienic needs by means of bathroom and toilets. They also build their own primitive toilets and baths. All these conditions create a lifestyle under the average life standard. Furthermore, most of people born into this system as most workers immigrate with their children and work with them during this 7 months. These people are separated from their home and culture, meet different cultures and lifestyles during immigration time. They are also exposed to discrimination. All this displacement situation generate different psychology on workers and their children (Kalkınma Atölyesi, 2014).

This study investigates the housing experiences of seasonal agricultural workers with the aim to define design guidelines and propose design solutions for their housing problems. Ongoing data collection involves semi-structured interviews with seasonal agricultural workers who had returned their home (Şanlıurfa) from harvest and 4 day field studies in Adana involving observations and semi-structured interviews with seasonal agricultural workers, land owners, and government workers who are in charge of seasonal agricultural workers. Emerging findings highlight the significance of psychological needs related to the feeling of home as well as the physical necessities such hygienic needs.

Keynote Speech

“The Pen Is Mightier than the Sword:” Graphic Designers’ Responses to Political Turmoil

Jeremy Aynsley
Silently and Humbly I Step on the Earth: The Mouttalos Case

Christakis Chatzichristou

How does one begin to form a design proposal for an area where, the owners have been away for 40 years, many of the owners have already died, some of the owners may come back to the area as visitors, while the people currently living there are refugees from the areas now inhabited by the area’s rightful owners? How can a proposal leave satisfied both communities involved while integrating the area with the rest of the city which moved on into the present with its own opportunities and problems?

This paper presents the design strategy of a proposal which was awarded an Honorable Mention in an architectural competition for the revitalization of the Mouttalos area in Paphos Cyprus. From the main Turkish-Cypriot area of the city before the 1974 conflict the area became the temporary home for the Greek-Cypriot population displaced from the north part of the island. The design strategy involves three steps: firstly ‘recognizing’ and secondly ‘smoothening out’ the existing ‘topography’ (geological or other), and thirdly adding elements which seem to be temporarily hosted by this reformed urban landscape. The main features of the proposal include: the outdoor living-rooms/gardens, the living museum/archive, the square, the ‘entrance hall’, the park, the ‘balconies’. The main challenge as seen by the design team was to avoid the attitude which may be responsible for the problem in the first place: if the displacement of the two communities was the result of the forceful appropriation of space by people, then the design made it its priority to avoid the silent appropriation of people by the space it proposes.
Conflict; a well known word across the Balkans. Throughout history region of Balkans has faced various conflicts that nolens volens furrow scars on space and movement, inhabitants’ approach and perception. Political ideology has always been playing significant role in the era of Balkan turmoil; it is an instrument which national elites impinge to dominate over others’ segments of life, environment and freedom of movement. In region of Sanjak, with the majority of Bosniak citizens (59.62 percentage, 2011) it is deeply concerned as problem of domination by majority over minority, in this case Serbs over Bosniaks. Era of 1990’s brought collapse of Yugoslav federation and bloody wars for independence of 6 autonomous republics at the same time increased the century-old aspiration of Sanjak region for political and administrative autonomy within republic of Serbia. Period from 1991-1996 is regional showcase of conflict, how minority lacks freedom of movement, speech, space occupation and access to public institutions. Being a Bosniak citizen in that times meant being a second-class citizen, who does not ask a lot, who can not express a lot and can not move a lot. State institutions such as police department, municipality, libraries, archives, museums and educational institutions were spaces that were not accessed easily; either permission was asked or obstacle presence upon basic demand for usage of such area. Intelectuals from eminent Bosniak political parties were banned of any public speech, movement and action, in the end 1994 most of them got jailed for their political thoughts. Having lived through this period that symbolizes my early childhood, I decided to request documents from national archive, make interviews with politically active citizens who witnessed torture and re-approach told history from another perspective, seeking for design retort that parallel went on.
Lebbeus Woods was invited to Sarajevo during the siege of 1993. And it was here that he presented his ideas and plans to rebuild and reshape the post-war city space. In this paper I would like to take a closer look at his proposition.

The Bosnian War in 1992-1995 can be seen as an attack against the very multiculturalism and diversity that the new state of Bosnia and Herzegovina came to stand for. Its capital Sarajevo is a very special example of city space. Situated on the intersection of cultures, and functioning according to the time of different religions represents heterotopic space. Its architecture embodies this diversity and is a result of the different socio-political circumstances that took shape in Sarajevo over the centuries. Four years of the siege aimed not only to humiliate inhabitants of Sarajevo, but also to destroy the city itself for its cosmopolitan character and traditions. The war resulted in physical destruction, death and migration of people, but also the replacement of their needs and priorities in everyday life. A very different order was inevitably coming. Hence, in every field of social, cultural and political life there was a need for novel and transitional solutions. The same applied to architecture.

The siege has radically changed the way the city space functions. Old urban structure was not adequate any longer, neither to current needs of its people nor to their future. There was an urgent need for transformation. Looking at architecture as a social, political tool and means of social changes I would like to analyze transformations which occurred in a look and functionality of besieged Sarajevo as well as to explore and reconsider ideas of urban renewal and specific solutions done by Woods for post-war Sarajevo. I will try to find an answer to a question: whether the memory of the turmoil should be replaced or should it find its emplacement in the new urban structure and buildings and why?
This paper draws from my PhD proposal and my ongoing PhD research. The aim of the research is to reassess the phenomena of evictions within architectural space through a site - the island of Imbros (Gökçeada) - which has been subject to a series of evictions beginning with the 1923 Population Exchange of Asia Minor Greeks in the new republic of Turkey. Although the Lausanne Treaty allowed minority groups in Istanbul and in the islands of Imbros and Tenedos to avoid the compulsory population exchange, the islands and Istanbul lost most of their local Greek populations due to discriminatory policies and their reflections on space in the following 50 years after the treaty.

Having the ultimate function of ‘speaking of the individuals and their complex society, of their aspirations and the historical traditions, of the natural setting, and the complicated functions and movements of the city world (Lynch, 1960),’ environment – or (architectural) space – is socially and spatially produced with/by society and policies of administrative forces of this society. Nevertheless, 20th century became a period that complexity of societies tended to be seen as threats to the sovereignty of newly established nation-states in multi-cultural/ethnical geographies. Assimilation and dispossession policies have been applied on minority groups, and indeed, they were sometimes followed by population exchanges, displacements and evictions. In this respect, interrogating the concept of alienation/estrangement and also the idea of belonging (to a place) and identity within space, this research studies the concept of displacement/eviction through the eviction sites, the enduring existence of Anatolian Greek people, the memory and traces of the uprooted ones on the island of Imbros/Gökçeada.
Studio Works: Coping with Disaster
Chair: Fulya Ertem Başkaya
This paper describes the exercise conducted between a class of BA communication in Design students at the University of Porto, Portugal with Porto Paralelo, a local organization that aims to revitalize the traditional trade of Oporto, through communication design and by introducing contemporary communications strategies.

Portugal is going through an economic turmoil and shopping in the historical side of town has reduced immensely. At the same time, Christmas represents to local shoppers half of their annual income. Therefore, there was an interest from these traditional shop owners to revitalize the Christmas experience in their shops for clients.

Porto Paralelo worked as the mediator of this dialogue between students and shop owners. Five shops were selected and students were presented, in the beginning of the academic year (September 2014) with a choice of shopping windows to dress. From the perspective of the lecturer, this was a 3 x win situation. It was beneficial for the students to have a real client in the last year of their degree, it was beneficial for the shop owners to have a signature design window by a group of motivated students and it was interesting for Porto paralelo to have the practical application of their motto involving the University and local commerce.

The design process was conducted following a series of shop and articles inventories, interviews with shop owners and clients and an in-class brainstorming. Despite the positive result, not all the aspects were plain sailing and this exercise was in itself a learning process for future initiatives.

The final result of this project was five shopping windows in the historical side of Porto, all of them with the signature of the Design students. The outcome of this initiative was extremely positive. Students gave a positive feedback on the experience, working with tight deadlines, dealing with clients and people at a no budget, while shop owners were pleased with the results and with the media attention that this initiative has attracted.
Experiencing the Effects of Design on the Lives of Migrants

K. Gülen Özdemir

The migration of people from their countries because of undesired situations such as war, persecution and natural disasters result in new environments with poor living conditions both physically and psychologically. To improve the living standards of those environments, not only governments but also non-governmental organizations and individuals take some responsibilities. Well then, can design participate in this situation? This paper seeks to examine the potentials of industrial design to transform the unhealthy conditions caused by displacement to a more livable situation considering the problems of socialization. The subjects of this study are the Uygur Turks migrated from China for persecution and settled in desolated dwelling-houses in Kayseri. A group of industrial design students will be asked to design an object or a structural element to make them feel more comfortable either physically or psychologically. First, to make the students understand their psychology, a brief will be given that explains the migration period. Then, the students will be taken to the place that Uygur Turks live to observe the conditions from the first hand. They will visit some of the families at their home and make observations and interviews which seek to find out a problem that they can overcome by design. They will be free to get in touch with the people whenever they want and even share their design ideas. The only restriction will be the use of easy accessible and cheap materials in their design which can either be mass produced or handmade easily. After the design process, the products will be brought into use of the Uygur Turks. Since this is an experimental research, the evaluation of the products, whether they help people live in better conditions or not, will be presented at the end of the whole process based on the views of the users.
Beginning from the existence of humankind, chaos has been the main threat that emerged by several sources like natural disasters or human-induced events. Disasters are tragedies that overwhelm lives of people, demolish the built environment and harm the populations. As one of the most powerful instinct of human, surviving stimulates him to solve the problems of chaos and avert the instabilities urgently until returning to settled conditions. After disasters, the urgency of the situation to replace the systems and services for survivors is the main issue that design has to tackle with. Design appears as an important activity of humankind, since it has been the tool of problem solving. In cases of chaos, design has the potential to provide temporary services for the satisfaction of urgent needs.

Within the fourth grade industrial design project course, “Mobile Sanitary Ware Unit” topic was assigned to industrial design students. Students were asked to develop scenarios according to different environmental conditions and user demands. After the preliminary research on the topic, several students focused on the problems faced within toilet and sanitary system for disaster situations. Privacy is one of the key issues in common practice of toilet and sanitary systems. However, privacy can be forced under the situations like disasters, since the urgency of the situation forces people to maintain their everyday life in a temporary communal environment. Thus, this paper focuses on analyzing the student projects over the tension between compulsory social share and indispensable privacy needs under disaster conditions. The findings show that students took different perspectives based on the various combinations of practical, psychological, and cultural needs.
Design is an activity that aims to shape the future by collecting its reasons and experiences from past and present. Although, designing for the future points out the expectations regarding the continuous progress and development, the future may also bring about destruction, disturbance, confusion and uncertainty due to the interaction between political, economic, geographic, social and technological dynamics of some societies. Constantly changing and untraceable creeping normality may influence societies negatively. In the globalized world, the collapse of a society may spread to other communities in terms of a ‘domino effect’. Turkey, which located in a region where the falls and rebirths are intensive, is affected by the routine collapses around it significantly. With the beginning of civil war in Syria in March of 2011, over 1.5 million refugees have come to Turkey. This number is estimated to increase along with the continued instability. This actual situation that results in these developments leads to the emergence of social needs at different levels. In the world in turmoil, it has become an inevitable necessity to discuss the position of design and designers. The issue, concerning whole society, was examined through the “Refugee Camp Project” within the scope of the fourth grade design studio at Gazi University, Department of Industrial Design.

System/process-oriented design problem was identified to improve the understanding of the students based on the concept of design thinking. The problem was examined in an integrated approach considering both the components of the entire system and the interaction between each component. The project, focusing on the changing needs and priorities of refugees in everyday life, is important in terms of both the way of handling the issue in the context of industrial design and being issue of the development of the design thinking approach.
Re-forming Bodies & Spaces
Chair: Dilek Kaya
The change in clothes and especially in headgears is one of the most visible physical and daily reflections of the cultural and ideological replacements; and also establishes a rich medium for comprehending these replacements through material culture. In addition, in the case and focus of this paper, these changes on material culture are also mediums to understand the efforts of modernization, and the aims of breaking with the past. 19th and 20th centuries witnessed two official and state-controlled headgear replacements in Ottoman Empire and Turkish Republic. Fez as a leading actor of the both cases; became an underestimated artefact for the Republican view, although it still has a widespread global reputation. As a highly symbolic identity indicator, fez had also identified with its others; which were in the first case the turban and later hat. This otherness and rivalry enabled state-controlled communication, promotion and restrictions, whereas many similarities could be seen in both cases. While the state-directed coming and leave of fezzes were important replacements on material culture regarding the daily lives of the masses; these incidents have also witnessed the cultural, social and political affairs of their times on the first hand. To be interpreted as two historical moments of Turkish Modernization; a comparison between these two headgear replacements has a lot to offer on the roles of material culture at transition periods and modern thought’s relation with material culture in the contexts of Ottoman Empire and Turkish Republic. So beyond mentioning its largely overlooked material aspects; this paper aims to reflect and compare two key periods of Turkish modernization upon the witnesses of fez, at 1820s and 1920s respectively.
Attempts at Reforming the Script amidst Wars: Disjointed Letter Designs in the Late Ottoman Period

Özlem Özkal

The incompatibility of Arabic script with Turkish had occupied Ottoman intellectuals since the late 19th century. Several solutions were discussed from minor grammar readjustments to replacing the entire alphabet with another, like Armenian or Latin letters. During the heated debates, the most commonly agreed opinion was to withhold the Arabic alphabet provided with supplementary amendments on letters (ıslah-ı huruf). This view was materialized as different alphabet designs after the 1908 Constitution. Proposals employed a system of disjointed letters (huruf-u munfasıla) in common; but, they were morphologically and stylistically very diverse from each other. Besides, some of them bore acute resemblance to conventional Arabic script, which had the potential to create more confusion in an already unsettled era marked by the political and economical distress of consecutive wars. In this context, this study seeks to answer: 1) What were the motivations for these alphabet designs to accept the risk of displacing familiarity with the existing script? 2) What is the conceptual foundation that shaped the letters in their particular forms? 3) What are the typographical reasons for their ineffective circulation?

Until now these alphabet designs have been examined within various contexts in Turkey such as ‘history of modernization’, ‘cultural politics’, or ‘language and script reform’; but were not approached as typographic material. This presentation aims to incorporate a typographical point of view to the existing studies in an attempt to understand the ideological framework that governs the disjointed letter designs of the late Ottoman period. Considering the limited lifespan of these alphabets, this presentation also seeks to discuss if they are to be considered as design failures or not.
Urban structures of cities displace a settlement pattern which has been subject to modifications through time. Topographical, geological, climatic and strategic conditions guided the locational choice of our first cities. In today’s world the production of urban space depends on political, social and economic conditions. Historically, wars, conquests and migrations have changed urban space. Sometimes it was due to architectural and planning reasons that cities were re-shaped. Moreover, catastrophes like earthquakes, fires and epidemics also initiated the transformation of urban areas.

It was political, social, economic developments which gave İzmir’s present form during its historical evolution process. The biggest incident in İzmir’s life was the fire of 1922 which occurred right after the emancipation of the city from foreign invaders. Urban plans prepared by Réné and Raymond Dangér, with the support of Henri Prost, reflected the formal composition understanding of the French Faculty of Arts (Beaux-Art School). Urban squares, radiant boulevards and the Cultural Park were produced as a consequence of this Beaux-Art approach. At the same time these elements supported the modern life style of the public which was also among the aims of the new Republican Project. The Cultural Park, which was formed within the fire-devastated zone, created a vast green space which strengthened the modern image of the city. The contemporary exhibition halls within this area formed a modern symbol for the country and also helped İzmir to be known internationally.

Moreover, the efforts in trying to create a national identity reflected on the “National Architectural Movement”. Buildings constructed in accordance with this movement found implementation in new development areas formerly remaining in the fire zone.

This paper will examine urban and architectural designs between the 1922 fire and Atatürk’s death in 1938. Elements which help define İzmir’s present identity formed in the aforementioned period will also be examined.
Assemblages: Material Witnesses of Change
Chair: Roberto Cavallini
Immoral Objects: A Psychogeography of Gentrification in Ulus

Burak Taşdizen, Harun Kaygan

Once the political and economic centre of a thriving, young republic, Ulus neighbourhood in Ankara has faced a destiny of ignorance after the 1980s, due to the shift towards Kızılay as the capital’s new economic centre (Bademli, 1987). The district, which is home to not only the republican but also the religious tradition of the city, has started to be occupied by bazaars and surrounded by slums, giving it a multi-layered character. Today this distinctive character of the district, is targeted as morally suspect, condemned for having overshadowed the spirituality and morality of Hacıbeyram, a significant religious site in the district (Ankara Metropolitan Municipality, 2014). On these grounds, Ulus has been witnessing a major urban transformation, namely, the Ulus Historical City Centre Project, which is concerned with Hacıbeyram area. The aim of this paper is to search for this “immorality” in the bazaars of Ulus, through the employment of a psychogeographic methodology. For this purpose, we have made a series of observations in different areas in Ulus, including İtfaiye Meydani, Telefoncular Pazari, etc., looking closely at the different objects offered on the shelves, as well as how they are presented to the passers-by. From these observations emerges a subjective map, which documents the material environment, the significant practices it invites, and the different social groups that are invited to Ulus, all of which therefore have a direct impact on this sense of “immorality”. Reading immorality through the objects displayed also provides an alternative perspective on the issue of gentrification, which has been discussed mostly from a larger scale perspective. An object based approach provides a higher resolution, which makes visible how gentrification reflects on everyday life, in the form of day-to-day, minute interactions.
Personal belongings together with its shelter, namely the chests, are inevitable and functional witness of any migration. It links the immigrant to the already-left location. Even tracing its textual and visual materiality underlines its archival character as an object to investigate with its micro-history.

In this paper, the chests and suitcases as a complementary artefact and element of migration will be discussed. As an elongation and also an extrusion of the immigrant to previous location, it houses lots of information about the migration materiality. Via dwelling on this particular “friend” of the immigrants, the particular migration happened in 1950s from China to Turkey will be remembered. Since it left lots of chests in the houses of Ankara, the cultural artefacts of that specific Tatar ethnic minority and their recent conditions as the silent objects of migration will be examined. The historicity of the chests will be underlined with the socio-spatial experiences of the witnesses.
The Story of the Immigrant’s Gift

Gökhan Mura

This paper aims to present the conceptual framework of an on-going research on the personal histories of gifts brought by Turkish immigrant workers in Europe to their friends and relatives back in Turkey. The research aims to build a framework to understand the gift giving practices of especially first generation Turkish immigrant workers to understand the shift of values attached to these objects, from the point of view of the immigrant and from the point of view of the people receiving the gifts.

Geographical displacement due to forced migration, temporary exile or voluntary immigration in search of a better life and the cultural displacement it results in cause the replacement of needs and priorities. The new life of the immigrants introduces new practices and new habits that also introduce new designed objects to their lives. For the migrant, the designed objects can be a material manifestation of this cultural displacement through the possession and the exchange of the object. When the immigrant worker transports these objects as a gift, it also becomes a mediator of the immigrant’s narrative. The material object as the gift can translate her narratives to family and friends in her home country about her new life.

The paper aims to understand if the value of the material object in its culture of origin shifts when it becomes a gift and taken to Turkey, not only because of the narrative value of the gift but also because it displays the difference in material culture between two countries. The research aims to use oral history methods to reveal and understand why and what kinds of designed objects immigrants selected as gifts. The gift receivers will also be interviewed to understand the perceived value attached to the designed objects by the receiving end.
Re-generating Cities
Chair: Kıvanç Kilinc
Barcelona, Images of a Tourist City in Difficult Times

Teresa Navas

Barcelona is known worldwide as one of the hotspots of global tourism. Its urban attractions compete powerfully against those of Europe’s other most visited capitals and the city’s international dissemination projects its own image: a welcoming, Mediterranean metropolis with an excellent climate. This image of Barcelona corresponds to a visual narrative conceived and developed following the re-establishment of democracy in Spain and that reached its high point during the 1992 Olympic Games. The creators responsible for constructing that account were artists, many originating from the illustration and graphic design sectors. They broke away from the earlier visual models that identified with the political regime of the dictatorship, to ultimately become true inventors of the urban image, bearing a major influence on the public’s cultural imaginary and with a significant international impact.

In recent years, new images of Barcelona have emerged to stand as a renewing alternative to the official visual narrative. Against the omnipresent discourse of the tourist city, these images opt to transmit a critical view, denouncing the urban effects of the economic crisis –the speculative nature of urban renewal, gentrification processes, etc. Their promoters are new forms of social organisations, from citizens’ associations through cooperatives to spaces for community self-management. Their opposition to urban policies that were implemented with complete disregard for citizens is made effective through categorical visual messages. This body of production includes pieces ranging from graphic artworks to audiovisual documents. Their analysis reveals common features, such as a generation of designers committed to the objective of creating slogans that defend memory and other urban identities. Simultaneously, they question the value of the most famous urban icons and of the Barcelona skyline by making new use of them within novel contexts and contents.
Lisbon and Porto went through intense development during the transition between the 19th and the 20th centuries. The expansion of industrialization led to intense migrations of the rural populations with the prospect of improved standards of living (Ferreira, 2002). The industrialization had a decisive impact on the organization of cities and that included the building of houses near the manufacturing plants in order to accommodate the new immigrants (Caramelo Gomes, 1999). This construction became known as villas operárias in Lisbon and ilhas in Porto. These names convey the potential of living offered by the building design: they were like islands where the newcomers could experience the kind of living in community they were used to in the countryside (Matos, 1996). Premises, such as inner yards and kitchens, could be shared by the inhabitants and they could also include leisure activities, such as cinema. These neighbourhoods were named after the industrialists who sponsored their building (Roteiro de Lisboa, Anuário Geral de Portugal, 1979). Timeline study shows that primary function designed for these neighbourhoods became gradually devoid of significance. The following generations left those environments and many were abandoned, left to oblivion and urban degradation. Nevertheless, while many are inhabited by elder low-income persons, many of them retired, jobless or uneducated, a few have gone through deep reconstruction and became adapted into condominiums and repopulated by younger and high income dwellers. The degraded infrastructures were replaced but this replacement did not erase the capital element of its original identity: community living. This paper addresses the concept of identity of urban community and analyses the cases mentioned in Lisbon and Porto. It uses the contribution of semiotic approaches of R.Sennet (2013), A.Rapoport (1990) and U.Eco (1976 and 1988) as the as the organization of meaning required to the construction of the identity that combines the past and the present. Conclusions point out that, despite controversy, gentrification emerges as a viable option for the preservation of this built environment and its identity despite the demanding and vibrant challenges offered by present-day urban life (Glass, 1964; Smith, 1996 and Uzun, 2003).
URBAN (R)EVOLUTION IN THE TIMES OF TURMOIL
Mutant Urbanism: By the Production and Property Relations in the “Evolution” of Urban Space

Melek Pınar Uz

In genetics, mutation is a concept referring to a permanent change of an organism’s genome sequence due to unrepaired damage, insertion or deletion of segments in a system. As the term is based on an intervention, it can be used as an analogy to understand the role of politics and designers on urbanism.

Through the development of Çukurambar region, radical changes are exposed to the locals due to contradictions in production-property relations. The case area in Çukurambar, called “Golden Triangle” of Ankara, is evaluated as the most prestigious land of Ankara recently. However, the selected site reserves Lefebvrian complexities in terms of socio-political relations, different urban layers and collocation of social differences resulting from displacement of squatters and emplacement of prestige blocks in this residential area. As a result of repressive invasion of government, the region is transformed into a mutant urbanism under the notion of dispossession by every injection. Every intervention through this area by government and designers contributes to a mutant urban fabric and creates mutant social relations. The act of designers in here can be associated with the “eclipse of reason” (akıl tutulması) of Max Horkheimer. Designing in the times of turmoil can be clarified by analyzing the urban evolution process of the selected area.

Within this context, this study aims to analyze the displacement, replacement and emplacement processes in the evolution of urban spaces due to governmental and architectural interventions/injections on the complex site: Çukurambar. The objective of the research is also exploring the notion of resistance for the communal right to city to understand the political power on urban complexity.
Conceptualizing Design Education
Chair: Mine Ovacık
Different from Sassure (1983), Chandler (2007) considers semiotics as the study of signs rather than the science of signs, because of the variable theoretical frameworks on the topic. According to Umberto Eco (1976), semiotics is concerned with everything for humans that can be taken as a sign. In that sense any signal that makes sense and be meaningful for us can be considered through semiotics. For this reason, the study of semiotics is very wide from literature to build environment.

As a discipline, design should be studied on its own terms and within its own accurate culture (Cross, 2001). Unaffiliated from the various domains of the practice of design, the forms of knowledge are characteristic and exclusive to the awareness and ability of the designer. Every stimuli can be converted to be a meaningful sign through semiotics, and these signs can be turned to be the design entities by the designer. Study of semiotics will provide the designer to have a wider conception and understanding of his/her surrounding. In this context it was questioned how semiotics will help and orient design students to displace and replace the entities of design through conceptual ways of thinking.

The study composed of two subsequent but independent stages. In first stage, each Fashion Design senior student was asked to create a collection according to a given/selected concept. There were 11 students and 11 different concepts as parametrica, numbness, real beauty, awakening from dystopia, namaste, re-, back to nature, new freedom, life, misty glow and timelting. These senior fashion design students did not study semiotics as a separate course but unintentionally were encountering the subject all through their design education. The end products showed that the design education that they had highly equiped the students with the skills of conceptualization through Semiotics. In the second stage, the second year interior architecture students who were enrolled to the Semiotics class were asked to select one of the collection, analyze the conceptual approach and re-interpret the concept through their own cognition. Then they were asked to visualize their re-conception through a spatial installation. They worked in groups of 4 and there were 10 groups. A 4m3 space were given to each group (2mx1m h:2m) for the installation. Students were free to use maximum one piece of garment from the selected collection within the installation. In order to provide a concrete understanding for the project, the students were informed that the installation could be considered to be a show window design for the selected collection. The end results showed that the groups that were highly utilized the skills that they gained from the Semiotics class prefered not to use any piece from the selected collection but express the general concept of the selected idea and collection through a very unique spatial composition. Out of the groups who decided to use one piece of garment from the selected collection, half of the works use the selected piece as it is –as a display object- while other half displaced the identity of the dress by utilizing it as a design element in their installation.
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Alternative Futures of Design Education

Murat Bengisu, Özgen Osman Demirbaş

Not only is the world in turmoil today, but this condition is predicted to haunt us for many years to come if we do not generate solutions and implement them. According to the World Business Council for Sustainable Development, greenhouse gas emissions will keep rising, environmental degradation will continue to jeopardize people’s quality of life, and the world population will increase up to 9 billion by the year 2050 if “business as usual” is kept as the general motto (WBCSD, 2010). The Global Trends 2030 report predicts that by the year 2030, urbanization will climb to 60% (4.9 billion people living in cities), lethal weapons and disruptive technologies will be more accessible, migration will become more globalized, most European countries, South Korea, and Taiwan will have entered the post-mature age category, and demand for water will rise by 40% (National Intelligence Council, 2012). The present study aims to analyze global scenarios such as these, find links of these scenarios with design, and propose some changes in design education in order to address some of the global threats of the future (Godet, 2006; Ringland, 2002). Another approach will be to start from an ideal future and conduct the backcasting technique in order to identify roadmaps that will link today to this ideal future (Strong et al, 2007). Some possible milestones on this roadmap may involve the inclusion of sustainability and system thinking related courses as core courses, increase awareness on global problems through projects, courses, and other educational tools, and provide more opportunities for teamwork as well as interdisciplinary approaches in the context of reflective practicum (Davis, 2008; Humphries-Smith, 2007; Schön, 1987; Dewey, ). This study is planned as a preliminary phase for a more general study involving experts in the field of design education. Some alternative futures of design education and the milestones to reach them will be highlighted in order to generate enthusiasm for designers, design educators, and policy makers.
This paper reports an ongoing study investigating the machineries of knowledge production within industrial design studio education. The study is built upon Karin Knorr Cetina’s theory of epistemic cultures. Growing interest on knowledge in today’s economy and society has brought an interest on better understanding everyday work practices. Based on this perspective, Cetina (1999) studied knowledge processes of science in two distinct institutions with a specific focus on “the construction of the machineries of knowledge construction” (p. 3). Her perspective offers a theoretical lens to analyze the design disciplines, which are criticized for not being able to respond to the needs of knowledge society (Friedman, 2000; Norman, 2010). Within this context, scholars call for a knowledge based expertise as opposed to the current skill oriented approaches in design education. The analysis of the features of knowledge construction in design education, therefore, is an important step towards reconsidering the pedagogical advancement of the discipline.

As a first step to study the epistemic machineries at design education, a case study is conducted at a private Turkish university. The data collection involves semi-structured interviews with design educators and observations on students at industrial design studios. The comparative analysis of the four years of education shows the displacement of craft based skills with the digital based applications throughout the years. This change in the medium of communication also influence the theoretical thinking of students and students were observed to become more confused about boundaries of their profession.
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Re-Construction of Public Space Through the Performances in the Context of ‘Gezi’

Nurten Özdemir, Gökçeçiçek Savaşır

Opposing both the replacement of Taksim Gezi Park with a reconstruction of the historical Taksim Military Barracks and the emplacement of the police force, creative, shocking, participatory and instantaneous forms of protests have been held in Turkey since the last days of May 2013. These protests, first came up in İstanbul, have rapidly spread to the whole country, from public squares and streets to neighborhoods, individual houses and even to social media as a self-organizing movement. Thus, laden with its spatial, phenomenological, historical and symbolic connotations, ‘Gezi’, has turned into a concept that refers not only to a kind of resistance against the displacement of city-dwellers from the public space by force, but also to a response to this attack by bringing art and design into everyday life. Within this political turmoil, city-dwellers have developed an active way of resistance -- similar to the strategies of Situationist International during the 1950s and 60s, of which focus was on creating situations as tools for the liberation of everyday life and methods of negating the pervasive alienation within cities, as well as interactions between city and its dwellers through art in public spaces. Yet, the way of resistance in ‘Gezi’ was not constructed but a spontaneous one. Within this framework, this study dwells on the performative acts within public spaces through performance art during the ‘Gezi’ protests’ and on the question that how art, politics and public space have been transformed? Public performances and instantaneous design solutions within the public space resulted in more emancipatory and participatory actions as well as accessible and heterogeneous spaces within cities. The claim, here, is that performances, as expressive reactions and active actions during the ‘Gezi’ movement, dissolved the boundaries of Taksim Gezi Park and transformed its physical being into a symbolic meaning by re-establishing the relationship between art and space. The standing man, reading action, dancing people, whirling dervishes, jazz choir were some of these performances occurred simultaneously in various places and brought the masses, places, emotions together through art. Moreover, these new participation and interaction shifted the meaning of art within public space in Turkey. Thus, ‘Gezi’ has numerously been re-constructed both physically and mentally in each attempt by replacing just a mere resistance into an artful strategy.
Design for social innovation has become a salient, and rather popular venue within design research and practice. Numerous academics and design professionals tackle complex social problems such as hunger, poverty and delinquency by applying “designerly” approaches. However, this paradigm has several epistemological and ontological drawbacks.

First, social problems—as this paper will demonstrate—are not design problems. Conflating design and social problems in a reductionist fashion fails to do justice to the inherent complexity. Second, most studies lack the rigor to address such complexity. For example, most interventions fail to produce empirically measurable change in the outcome variables. Third, a majority of designers lack a through understanding of social science theories and methods.

This paper aims to go beyond a mere critique by showing how studying contentious politics can ameliorate these shortcomings. Today, social movements is one of the most important and cutting edge sub-disciplines of political sociology. This area is also empirically and theoretically very strong. In other words, we have theories that display a high level of consistency with the data and students of social movements continuously refine their theoretical and empirical approaches. We know, for instance, when social movements typically succeed and fail and how they mobilize.

Here, I propose that design as social innovation can be seen as a social movement wherein experts (designers) collaborate with citizens and other professionals to challenge specific dominant structures. Within social movements theory, there is a burgeoning literature on expert-lay collaborations and a comprehensive understanding of this literature will provide valuable insights to designers who strive to create successful policy interventions.
A few years ago, a bunch of students in Bogazici University occupied the Starbucks coffee shop opened in their campus. The occupation, which took around three months, was not an action against the commodification of the campus space, yet it was simply reclaiming rightfully-theirs space for gathering, discussing in their leisure times, conducting workshops, setting up exhibitions, or other students’ activities. Being a spontaneous action, the occupation transformed the space through a series of happenings into an assemblage of varied actors, like old rugs in the middle of modern coffee tables or professors giving a lecture in a coffee shop. This paper focuses on the relations between the actors of varied natures in play throughout the occupation of Starbucks. The occupied Starbucks presents an interesting case of the collision of cultural capitalist materiality and collective purposing of public space, through examples of absurd relations between diverse actors. This paper does not intend to reflect the political agenda behind the occupation of Starbucks in Bogazici University, but rather aims to reveal the potential of hybrid and creative aspects of public space as heterotopia, through new happenings and becomings. Actor-Network Theory will be utilized to reveal relations between objects and subjects of the reactively-created new materiality on campus and present the creativity that stems from the spontaneous articulation of these subjects and objects, in hybrid and chaotic transformation of public space with respect to participatory design.
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A Forced Abandonment. Japanese Modern Ruins After Sudden Depopulation

Federico Scaroni

Early Spring 1974. The entire population of Hashima Island, west of Nagasaki, Japan, was forcibly transferred in the mainland by Mitsubishi, the company owner of the island. Just few years before, Hashima was the most densely populated area in the world. After its abandonment, became famous as Gunkanjima (Battleship island) due to its characteristic skyline that shows from far its gradually ruining buildings.

Early Spring 2011, Tohoku region. The aftermath of the terrible destructive sequence massive earthquake-tsunami-nuclear meltdown leaves part of Fukushima prefecture almost emptied of their inhabitants. Cities like Namie, Futaba, Okuma, Tomioka are now ghost towns and, due to the local economic crisis, others will follow the same destiny.

Early Spring 2014, Shikoku region. The rural village of Nagoro is mostly populated by hundreds of dolls, which have gradually replaced human beings. Nagoro suffered for the general economic decline of agriculture and in few years its inhabitants left or died. These dolls are the most symbolic witnesses of the aging of Japan thus can give us a hint of the possible future of a society that is able to amuse itself to death.

Gunkanjima, Fukushima, Nagoro are three different examples, among hundreds, of abandoned settlements in Japan. Their mostly forced depopulation gradually modified the economic and social structure of a country in which many areas every year gradually come back to nature. A nature that witnesses the physical ruins of an advanced and rich society; ruins that showed up for the first time in so massive number in a country in which historical impermanence forced buildings to have a very short life.

This paper will try to guess what is going to happen to those ruins and furthermore, which kind of relationship will the future Japanese people establish with them.
While there was a detachment from the traditional arts caused by the Industrial Revolution at the end of the 19th century -which known as fin de siècle-, French Symbolism movement rejected all the traditional arts. Critics in those times defined that movement as Decadence refers to degeneration, and destruction of literature and arts. With German symbolist composer Richard Wagner’s gesamtkunstwerk term (which combines the aesthetics of all art forms into the one work of art), poetry was rebuilt with sound and a new approach to typography by Stephane Mallarme, the pioneer of Decadence.

This new approach formed a basis for two avant-garde movements which are Futurism and Dada. Futurism is a fascist rebellion which was influenced by the new world of mechanical life. Their statement was to glorify war with using beauty of speed, noise, irregular syntax of language in every expression forms of fine arts, music and literature. Meanwhile, an anti-war and anti-art movement Dada was a response to all the outbreaks of WW1. Its root was chaos and sociological collapse.

This paper is going to focus on typographical works in these three movements which are affected from social, psychological destruction of fin de siècle, during and after WW1, formed by the turmoil between the end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th century.
This article examines independent animated filmmaker Don Hertzfeldt’s body of work with particular reference to his production techniques and his personal stance within the animated film industry in the USA. By tracing the links between his production choices -- both on the technical and financial levels -- and his poetics, I aim to demonstrate the possibility of creating new spaces for design in times of change and technical replacement. For this, I use a multi-disciplinary methodology that benefits from film analysis, animation history, and media studies.

Don Hertzfeldt is a young contemporary artist but he is already an important figure of animation history in many respects: He has won & nominated for many awards in prestigious festivals such as Sundance and Cannes and has nominations for Academy Awards. He developed a distinctive style of storytelling by integrating the materiality of the medium itself in the narrative.

His refusal to make commissioned animation in any form, be it TV Show or commercials lead him to build a personal production system both financially and technically. He supports himself only by touring with his films and selling them online; and until recently, to quote him, he “was the last person on earth shooting animation on 35mm rostrum cameras”. This was not for political reasons but rather an artistic choice: according to him, some films simply require 35 mm film material while others may benefit from digital media. Which is the case for his last film, World of Tomorrow (Hertzfeldt, 2014).

In this article, I argue that Hertzfeldt’s production strategy protected him from the fluctuations of the market, where the replacement of analogue by digital techniques caused much turbulence, and that this protection enabled him to create his idiosyncratic poetics.
The purpose of this work is to give a critical review to contemporary approach to housing problem through the notions of displacement, emplacement and replacement of body and space in context of norms of Modernism and Modern Architecture Movement and their post modern responses by reading the connotations of the main character and residential living spaces of a post-apocalyptic science fiction movie Oblivion, co-written, produced and directed by architecture alumnus Joseph Kosinski in 2013.

In order to explore the reflections of Modernism, Modern Architecture and the interrelation between body and space, scenario of the movie is resolved in two layers. Initial layer consists of the subject's intellectual and emotional process which begins with an efficiency oriented state of mind devoid of personal memories, evolves to a questioning state by revival of the collective unconsciousness revealed with flashback dreams and transforms into a reactive state with a complete self-awareness. The second layer is environment of Oblivion and its correspondence with “placements” of body. Under the dominance of a post-apocalyptic background, three living spaces are emphasized in the movie; space station Tet, residence Tech 49 and the cabin. While space station and high-tech sky tower residence correspond to imposition of simply defined, rational, geometrical forms and machine aesthetic of Modern Architecture, the cabin represents the reaction to restricted, unnatural, and repressive features of former living environments. The movie exposes the body and space relation by means of displacement of people by the authority from the fictive post-apocalyptic earth to an idealized living environment at the outer space, the emplacement of the subject into a highly efficient working and living space on and above the ruined earth for the authority’s benefits and the voluntary self replacement of the subject from sterilized, functional and technological built environment to a handmade self-sufficient natural habitat.